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From the creators of the Caldecott Honor Book Song of the Water Boatman and Other Pond

Poems comes a celebration of ubiquitous life forms among us. Newbery Honor-winning poet

Joyce Sidman presents another unusual blend of fine poetry and fascinating science illustrated

in exquisite hand-colored linocuts by Caldecott Honor artist Beckie Prange.Ubiquitous (yoo-bik-

wi-tuhs): Something that is (or seems to be) everywhere at the same time.Why is the beetle,

born 265 million years ago, still with us today? (Because its wings mutated and hardened).

How did the gecko survive 160 million years? (By becoming nocturnal and developing sticky

toe pads.) How did the shark and the crow and the tiny ant survive millions and millions of

years? When 99 percent of all life forms on earth have become extinct, why do some survive?

And survive not just in one place, but in many places: in deserts, in ice, in lakes and puddles,

inside houses and forest and farmland? Just how do they become ubiquitous?

Product DescriptionFrom the creators of the Caldecott Honor Book Song of the Water

Boatman and Other Pond Poems...Ubiquitous (yoo-bik-wi-tuhs): Something that is (or seems to

be) everywhere at the same time.Why is the beetle, born 265 million years ago, still with us

today? (Because its wings mutated and hardened). How did the gecko survive 160 million

years? (by becoming nocturnal and developing sticky toe pads.) How did the shark and the

crow and the tiny ant survive millions and millions of years? When 99 percent of all life forms

on earth have become extinct, why do some survive? And survive not just in one place, but in

many places: in deserts, in ice, in lakes and puddles, inside houses and forest and farmland?

Just how do they become ubiquitous?Ebook Tops Exclusive: The Process of Beckie Prange,

Illustrator of Ubiquitous(Click on Images to Enlarge)--This text refers to an alternate

kindle_edition edition.From the Author"My sister is a biologist who works with insects. One

day, on an impromptu nature walk, she snagged a beetle, held it in her hand, and remarked

about how successful beetles are--how many species there are in the world. She went on to

explain that they had mutated from flies; their forewings had become hardened and armored,

allowing them to survive better than flies under extreme conditions. This discussion started me

thinking about what allows one group of organisms to stick it out here on earth, while others

become extinct. Boy, was it ever interesting to find out! I did more research for this book than

any other; but I learned more, too--I basically ended up studying evolutionary history." --This

text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Review"The creators of the Caldecott Honor

Book Song of the Waterboatman and Other Pond Poems (2005) offer another winning blend of

poetry, science, and art in this picture-book collection that celebrates the Earth’s most resilient

and long-lived species."—Booklist, starred review "The team behind the Caldecott-Honor

winning Song of the Water Boatman pays tribute to biologically successful species—from

mollusks and lichens to dandelions and sharks—in poems that appear in order of each

animal's first appearance on earth (a striking, mazelike time line puts the billions of years into

perspective)...Fascinating factual information appears on each page; the graceful integration of

science and art results in a celebratory story of survival."—Publishers Weekly,starred review

"This volume of beautifully illustrated poems investigates the natural world, from the single-

celled bacteria and diatom to the ever-present ant and dandelion. Well-researched science

facts are paired with vivid poems to describe how these very special life-forms avoided

extinction to become nature’s survivors...From the depiction of ant tunnels to the surprising



perspective of blades of grass, the bold and colorful linocuts are incredibly detailed and

successfully capture the essence of each creature as part of its larger environment. A delightful

feast for the eyes, ears, and mind."—School Library Journal, starred review "Sidman delights

with another gorgeous collection of poems celebrating the natural world, this time focusing on

species remarkable for their ability to adapt and thrive in an often-harsh world...The text is

accompanied and frequently surrounded by Prange’s arresting linocuts hand-colored with

watercolor. Vibrant and compelling, the illustrations help create and sustain the sense of

wonder that makes this collection truly special. Occupying the endpapers is an eye-opening

timeline that marks the appearance of each species on a coiled string that strikingly dramatizes

the long march of life on Earth. Lovely."—Kirkus, starred review "From the creators of Song of

the Water Boatman & Other Pond Poems (rev. 5/05), fourteen additional deft poems extended

by background information and entrancing illustrations...Prange drenches her bold linocuts in

vivid watercolor-the translucent underside of a wave, a gorgeous sunset over a pack of ever-

more-ubiquitous coyotes. She's master of both the precisely observed (dandelions from bud to

seeds aloft) and the accurate impression (crows conversing)."—Horn Book, starred review"It's

a true collaboration. There's a back and forth to this book that you don't always feel in

collections of poetry....It's certainly a beautiful book....Hold on to it."—Betsy Bird, Fuse #8 --

This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.About the AuthorJoyce Sidman lives in

Minnesota, where she battles dandelions with great respect for their survival techniques.

joycesidman.comBeckie Prange lives in Ely, Minnesota, where she spends as much time as

possible in the woods looking at lichens, crows, and other hardy northern species. Her first

book received a Caldecott Honor. beckieprange.com --This text refers to an alternate

kindle_edition edition.From Booklist*Starred Review* The creators of the Caldecott Honor Book

Song of the Waterboatman and Other Pond Poems (2005) offer another winning blend of

poetry, science, and art in this picture-book collection that celebrates the earth’s most resilient

and long-lived species. Following Waterboatman’s format, each dynamic spread in this

remarkable volume features a poem, a prose paragraph, and a captivating illustration that work

together perfectly to reinforce both the science concepts and the awe they inspire. Prange’s

watercolor-tinted linocut illustrations beautifully expand both the information and imagery in the

words, beginning with the endpapers’ inventive graphic, a densely wound ribbon that shows

where each of the poems’ featured organisms first appeared in earth’s vast time line. Written in

a variety of formats, including a few playful concrete selections, Sidman’s poems deftly weave

in facts, as in “Gecko on the Wall”: “Her tail comes off: / a wriggling prize!” Other poems mimic

the movements of their subjects: lines in “The Ants” follow a short, steady marching beat, while

a poem about squirrels consists of a single, frantically paced run-on sentence. Sidman’s

fascinating prose explanations are as gracefully worded as her verse and will excite young

readers. Following a full-page glossary, an author’s note discusses the evolutionary nature of

science itself. Grades 2-5. --Gillian Engberg --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition

edition.From School Library JournalStarred Review. Grade 1–6—This volume of beautifully

illustrated poems investigates the natural world, from the single-celled bacteria and diatom to

the ever-present ant and dandelion. Well-researched science facts are paired with vivid poems

to describe how these very special life-forms avoided extinction to become nature's survivors.

The book begins 4.6 billion years ago with a newly formed Earth and continues through time

as it introduces 14 types of life that are still with us today. Starting with bacteria (3.8 billion

years old) and including mollusks (500 million years old), ants (140 million years old), and

coyotes (2.3 million years old), the journey continues to the youngest of species, the "wise

humans" or homo sapiens, that have inhabited the Earth for only 100,000 years. An illustrated



time line helps bring this massive scale into the realm of children's understanding. Each spread

includes a poem, amazing facts, and an exquisite, hand-colored linocut. Sidman uses a variety

of poetic structures, including diamante, rhyming couplets, and unrhymed verse, and

unexpected language choices to create diverse and vivid word pictures of each species. This

melding of science and humor makes for enjoyable reading. The stunning illustrations engage

readers and encourage questioning and further exploration. From the depiction of ant tunnels

to the surprising perspective of blades of grass, the bold and colorful linocuts are incredibly

detailed and successfully capture the essence of each creature as part of its larger

environment. A delightful feast for the eyes, ears, and mind.—Carole Phillips, Greenacres

Elementary School, Scarsdale, NYCopyright © Reed Business Information, a division of Reed

Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read

more
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Catherine L. Carr, “Top notch science, poetry, and visuals. A friend who is a research librarian

shared this with me and I ordered it for myself within 24 hours.I am a teacher and love all the

subjects, but this book highlighted two of my favorites, science and poetry. Too many poetry

books choose an interesting topic, but the poetry is lame. Or it has nice poetry: wonderful

imagery, meter, rhyme, etc. , but the science is not very enlightening or exciting (or even

correct sometimes). This book has it all! Even the illustration inside the cover engages the

visual thinker in the vastness of time over which life has evolved. Someone observed that it

looks like a fingerprint!In fact, the art deserves its own recognition. Its simplicity and true but

vibrant colors are the frosting on the cake - but it's all nutritious! Every viewing reveals new

beauties. Thank you to everyone who had a part in producing such a fabulous tome! It is a gem

in my collection.”

Kyle Willkomm, “Good for teaching. If your children do not devour science information, this

book may not be very entertaining. You're going to have to be a good salesman and read the

poetry well and explain the concepts well. But if you do that the learning it can provide is worth

that effort. Its strength is in using animals children are familiar with to explain how evolution

works. Dandelions make an excellent evolutionary example for kids. Kids know dandelions

and they know how well they can they survive our yard despite our best efforts to get rid of

them!”

David McCann, “of its type, this is my tiptop fayv. beautiful graphics, charming prose, facts

wisely selected and presented;and not only children will be edified. this outstanding little

delightreminds us case-by-case of champion species that have passed The Test:survival,

adaptability, over vast sweeps of time. maybe, maybe,way way in the future, homo sapiens will

earn a chance to join these supremes.”

R. Louise, “The only Sidman book I LOVE.. The artwork, creative & artsy prose...it's just a

great book.My boys enjoyed learning about the different animals.And, I think the precursor...the



inside cover spread that puts a face to Earth's timeline...helps put the poetry/stories about

various kinds of animals into perspective.We learned something AND enjoyed it!”

Darlene Chevalier, “The illustrations and poetry are totally awesome. Should BE ubiquitous.

Every household with kids should have this book! The illustrations and poetry are totally

awesome. Should BE ubiquitous!”

alice davenport, “must have book. This book is worth giving just for the gecko on the cover -

and worth keeping for all the other illustrations, and poems, inside.”

Justice League, “Awesome way to learn science and poetry. My kids and I have checked this

book out of the library many times, and I finally decided just to buy it. It's a great way to learn

about evolutionary biology and the poems are full of voice and personality. The illustrations are

unique and clever. I plan to use it in my seventh grade language arts course as an example of

how to use a nonfiction topic to generate poetry. Excellent book!”

avid camper, “beutiful illustrations. This book has beautifully illustrated creative poems. It is

the perfect blend of science and literature as are other of Joyce Sidman's books.”

The book by Joyce Sidman has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 33 people have provided feedback.
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